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For Jeffrey D. Sachs, the Earth Institute's

director, the day's topic may have felt par-

ticularly personal.

"Jeff Sachs became a grandfather last

night," said keynote speakerJan Eliasson,

deputy secretary-general of the United
Nations. "I say it not only to congratu-

late you," Eliasson continued, addressing

a grinning Sachs in the front row, "but
to remind us what this is all about: our
grandchildren. They're the reason we

have to make life acceptable, and even

pleasant, and in the best case wonderful
for Siena and her colleagues and friends

when she takes over and sits in this hall
some years from now."

Throughout the dag speakers did their
best to find upsides to desperate situations.

Christiana Figueres, the executive secretary

of the United Nations Framework Conven-

tion on Climate Change and one of many

speakers to appear via video, said that melt-

ing ice, droughts, and wildfires are raising

public awareness of the climate crisis.

"Now we have 70 percent of the popu-

lation in the United States that recognizes

that climate change is occurring," Figueres

said. The proportion of believers is higher

in the rest of the world, she reported: 89

percent in Europe, 85 percent in India, and

93 percent in China.

On a day when technological solutions

were in the spotlight, Figueres fell prey

to technical glitches: seemingly unable

to hear anyone in the hall, she continued

speaking for five minutes after the mod-

erator, BBC Vorld News anchor Laura

Trevelyan, asked her twice to conclude

her remarks, prompting nervous laughter

from the audience. But mostlS the tech-

nology worked, allowing speakers from
as far away as Nigeria, Kazakhstan, and

Brazil to talk about sustainability efforts
in their regions.

James Hansen, director of the NASA

Goddard Institute for Space Studies at

Columbia, found a silver lining to Ameri-
ca's rising gasoline prices.

"As long as fossil fuels are the cheap-

est energies, we'll keep burning them and

we won't solve the problem," he said.

"You have to get people to understand

that it's in their interest to have an honest

price on fossil fuels so that the alterna-

tives can compete."
As for Sachs, he didnt share any thoughts

about his granddaughter with the audience -
at least not explicitly. But he drew the day's

most enthusiastic applause with a diatribe

against the fossil-fuel industry, lobbyists, and

the op-ed page of the Wall Street J ournal.

"So, who runs the show?" he said, his

voice rising. "The companies. What drives

the companies? Of course their profit
motive. What underpins what the compa-

nies do? Their technologies. If the technolo-

gies can be made sustainable, we can find a

happy solution." He stated that the whole

economy is based on a fossil fuel-based

energy sector, "and there is no lobby in the

world more powerful than Big Coal, Big

Oil, and Big Natural Gas. 'We face that in

the'Wall Street lournal pages every day.

"'We need new technologies, we need

practical solutions, we need the corporate

propaganda to stop," he said.
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The Real McKay
ur detective story concerns not

Clouseau and the Pink Panther, but

Cloutier and the Pink Palace -
the nickname for the pink-walled rooms

of Columbia's Rare Book and Manuscript
Library. It was there, in the spring of 2009,
that Jean-Christophe Cloutier, an intern

archivist, was helping to organize the papers

of renegade publisher Samuel L. Roth. As

Cloutier catalogued another ofRoth's flopp5
flaking black binders, he paused, struck by

the white card pasted on the cover. The card

bore an author's name and a title. Inside the

folder was a yellowed manuscript.

Cloutier was familiar with Claude

McKay the manuscript's apparent author

and a leading light of the Harlem Renais-

sance. In 2000, Cloutier, a Qu6b6cois Cana-

dian, had spent a summer volunteering in

a library in Linstead, Jamaica, where he

read Songs of Jamaica, McKay's first book

of poetry. Later, in grad school at SUNY-
Buffalo, he encountered McKay's prose,

including his most famous work, the 1928

novel Home to Harlem. But the manu-

script in his hands, titled Amiable with Big

Teetb: A Nouel of tbe Loue Affair between

the Communists and the Poor Black Sbeep

of Hailem, rang no bells.

Cloutier knew immediately that he might
have uncovered a diamond. "It was excit-

ing, it was great, but it was also a moment

of uncertainry because Samuel Roth - well,

he did some things in his career." Roth was

best known for publishing, in 1.930, a pirated

edition of D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatter-

ley's Louer in violation of federal obscenity

laws. "He'd been convicted of crimes and

had done some jail time," says Cloutier.

"You dont know what this guy might have

been up to." Roth, who attended Columbia

briefly before the First Wodd Waq had also

serialized Joyce's Ulysses without permis-

sion, and published a fraudulent Nietzsche

memoir, My Sister and I.
Cloutier was better acquainted with Roth

and McKay than your average intern archi-

vist. That's because he was also a doctoral






